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this sense the Bundesrath was more an assembly of state
delegates or ambassadors  than  an upper  house  of state
representatives.   So that in comparison with the three fede-
rations mentioned above the Bundesrath  mirrored the state
views and safe-guarded state rights in a much better way.
But even there the 17 negative votes of Prussia vetoed a
measure and the status of state equality was no more recog-
nised in actual practice.   We, therefore, clearly see that the
party system of government in modern federations does,not
recognise the existence o£ state rights as contradistinguished
from national rights, and that even in their upper houses
of legislatures party lines cross state boundaries.   In fact
these upper houses of federal legislatures  have ceased to be
the sheet-anchor or the protector o£ state rights as was anti-
cipated by the states when they went into federation.   The
truth is that what falsely appeared to them to be the bul-
wark of their rights has proved to be a mere phantom and
by appeasing their sentiments has  done  them no special
good, as no such occasion has arisen.
But it must be admitted that in federations composed
of small as well as big states there must be some provisions
in the constitution for safeguarding the state rights.   This
may be done either (i) by giving the small states represen-
tation in the federal legislature, which may be unicameral,
in excess of their population without, of course, not very
materially affecting the representation of big states, or (ii)
by giving them judicial protection against undue encroach-
ment on their rights, and this is surely in operation in the
Supreme Courts of all federations, or (iii) by making some
provision for the inclusion of their representatives in the
executive itself.*    But to establish an upper house   of
legislature for this purpose is only useless and unnecessary
* This device is actually in practice in Canada. Speaking of this
Mackaj; says: c« Similarly the Cabinet is always a federal body. It would
be almost as unconstitutional for a Prime Minister to compose a Cabinet

